CC United Soccer Club
Outside Community Player (OCP) Policy
In order to provide opportunities for the players from our home area, the majority of roster spots on the
top ranked teams in the competitive program, in any age/gender category, are reserved for players
residing in our home area or meeting one of these requirements:


Have played for CC United Soccer Club, and no other competitive/traveling club (e.g. MYSA or
USCS affiliates), beginning no later than U9 age group



Have played for CC United Soccer Club, and no other competitive/traveling club (e.g. MYSA or
USCS affiliates), the last 24 months (after 24 months the player will be considered a home area
player regardless of residency)



Our home area is defined as the entire cities of Carver, Chanhassen, Chaska, Victoria as well as
any other areas that fall within Independent School District 112 borders



If needed in order to form a team, the CC United Soccer Club Board of Directors has the
authority to provide a team with an exemption from the Outside Community Player policy on a
per season basis

In order for an OCP to maintain their status on the top team they must meet two conditions for the
duration of two seasons. First, finish higher than players from inside the club through the evaluation
process. Second, finish higher than other OCP players also looking to get in. This means that if one OCP
scored higher than players in the age group but not as high as a new OCP then they will lose their place
on the team. The only exception to this ruling is that if there is only one top team in the age level and
the effect of no players coming into the program would be disbanding of the team.
Outside Community Players not at Tryouts: Outside Community Players who move into the area after
tryouts may be placed based on the needs of the age group and based on an evaluation from the DOC or
club trainers. These players won’t disrupt any of the rostered players on the highest team but they may
have the opportunity to earn a spot on the team after being assessed.

